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Storytelling was presented with the view that it is of educational
value.

The purposes and values of storytelling were examined, along

with literature for children that is appropriate for storytelling.
Basic principles of selection, and techniques for learning and telling
stories were presented.

A listening audience was selected and

appropriate stories were chosen, prepared and presented.

The project

included a videotaping of a storytelling setting with primary-level
children.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Storytelling could be considered a valuable activity for children
because it provides a listening and a language experience.
Storytelling encourages concentration.

Listening to stories also

introduces children to the patterns of language.
Farnsworth (1981) has referred to storytelling as a generous art.
Through storytelling we stir and develop the imagination, and inspire
creative thought.

Bradley (1963) has explained that perhaps the best

of many reasons for telling stories is they bring the teller into the
children's world.

A personal relationship is established between

individuals involved.
I'

Telling a story produces an immediate response

)

from the listeners.

Enjoying a story t<X]ether creates a common

e2,,.·perience and establishes a happy relationship between teller and
listener.
This project will approach storytelling with the view that it is
of educational value.

The idea that anyone can be a good storyteller

is supported, provided that time is taken to find the right story, to
learn it well, and to become sensitive to the reactions of the
audience.

Problem
The storyteller must take the story from the printed page and
present it in such a way that it becomes a natural part of the

n

listener's life.

For this to occur, the story should have meaning for
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the one who is telling it.

Choosing the right story is important for

the teller's own pleasure.

Building a rich background through reading

and experience is the basis upon which a good selection can be made.
The presentation of stories could include more than the traditional
way of using old and modern sources.

Creative techniques can be used

for t.11e enjoyment of the listening audience.

This approach involves

the selected use of media combined with the telling of the story.
Using media often means m~<ing something, borrowing something, or
learning how to properly use equipment.

Sensitive combinations of

traditional storytelling and multimedia can add variety to a carefully
planned program.
Purpose
This project involved the development of a series of stories that
could be presented in a single setting with a specific audience in
mind.

It was developed with the idea that the storytelling program

needs to be carefully planned if it is to be successful.

It requires

the incorporation of the elements of flexibility and creativity.
Storytelling programs are considered as being a performer
activity.
listening.

Participation by the audience occurs only through
Storytelling can combine well with forms of visual media,

provided that the program is carefully thought out and the various
parts are related.

Multimedia programs incorporate creative

techniques that get the listener involved in the literature.
Responses by the listeners can occur through such activities as
participating with story actions, drawing a picture, discussing the

)

story, or making something related to the story.

The idea is to carry
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the storytelling beyond the stories.

This is the approach that was

considered, developed and presented in this study.

Importance of the Study
Storytelling represents an important medium of communication.
Garthwaite (1972) reports that stories can be beneficial for children.
Among listed benefits are the development of vocabulary and an
increase in a child's ability to listen.

In addition, stories sharpen

visualization, build a child's imagination, and provide the
inspiration for creativity.

The idea that storytelling arouses and

develops the imagination and creative potential is supported by
Johnson (1968).
Baker and Greene (1977) state that the storyteller has a
responsibility of leading children to books.

By making the connection

between books and storytelling, the storyteller introduces books as a
source of pleasure throughout life.

Morrow (1979) adds that through

exposure to literature, children gain a wealth of knowledge and a
desire to learn more from books.

As they learn to appreciate

literature for the experiences it provides they develop a need to
learn to read.

They hear new vocabulary and varied language

structures from which they learn to model their own language.
Through the sharing of traditional literature, Wilcox (1975)
states that an understanding of literary heritage can be expressed.
Groff (1977) adds that storytelling is used as an endorsement of oral
literature.

Stewig (1978) includes three reasons children should

experience stories which are told.

First, is the increased

understanding of the purposes of the oral tradition in literature.

A
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second reason is for the active involvement storytelling provides.
When individuals have learned a story to tell they can plan creative
ways to involve children.

Finially, telling stories is valuable for

the stimulus it provides for children's telling.

Seeing another

individual engaged in storytelling helps children recognize this art
form as a worthy activity.
Finially, Schram (1979) presents a list of advantages that result
from storytelling.

He states:

Storytelling helps develop listening abilities
(active imaginative listening), develops a sense of
form, develops concentrated thinking, stimulates
curiosity, strengthens the process of memory, helps
emotional develoipment, develops verbal expression,
adds to the storehouse of memory. develops a sense
of humor, develops a sense of history, develops
imaginative and dramatic joy.

Storytelling gives

children a chance to question--to explore, to reach
out--and to have their own opinion in response to
their own impressions (p. 182).

Limitations
There are limitations in this study.
written with a specific population in mind.
preschool and primary aged children.

This project has been
It is directed at

While the material and activities

would not be suitable to older children many of the techniques could

()

still apply.

Stories selected were those that appeal to the young
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child; those with a marked rhythm, a smooth flow of words, much
repetition, and concepts within the child's range of understanding.
A limited number of stories has been presented in this project.
Storytelling requires time to develop.

This project supports the idea

that a few stories that can be well told are an asset.
Choosing the right story is an essential element in successful
storytelling.

Stories were selected after much reading and considering

a variety of stories from several sources.

Stories selected in this

project were those that the writer had an interest in, and felt
comfortable in sharing.

Definition of Terms
Children's Literature.

For the purpose of this project,

children's literature refers to books that are not only read and

)

enjoyed by children, but also meet high literary and artistic
standards.
Creative Storytelling.

Creative storytelling is an alternative

to the traditional storyhour.

The storyteller presents a conventional

story, but also includes the use of the flannel board, puppets, music,
flip cards, projectors, origami, and other techniques that promote
activity.

It also enlists the active involvement of the listeners.

Multimedia Programs.

Multimedia programs are based on the idea

that the telling of stories can combine well with the use of media.

It

incorporates a planned sequence of stories to be presented with slides,
filmstrips, music, still pictures, and other forms of media.
Sound Stories.
\

~

)

/

Sound stories are those in which the storyteller

and the audience provide sound effects for a story while it is being
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told.

Sound effects can be made by one's own voice, or by mechanical

instruments.
Story Hour.

A story hour is a period of time ranging in length

from 20 to 45 minutes in which a selection of stories is presented to a
group of listeners.
Storyteller.

A storyteller is any individual that presents the

oral interpretation of literature and folklore to another individual or
group of individuals.
Storytelling.

Storytelling is the oral interpretation of

literature and folklore.

)

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

History of Storytelling
A

significant task of the school librarian is to present children

with language experiences of all kinds.
through the telling of stories.

This is accomplished in part

Educators interested in storytelling

consistently recognize the possibilities in storytelli.ng for
introducing literature {Shannon, 1979; Wilcox, 1975; and Thornley,
1968).

Thornley {1968) recommends that the storyteller not only read

children's literature but also become familiar vJith books and articles
written about children's books.

Nesbitt (1940) has concluded that

storytelling goes beyond the introduction of a book.

She believed

that the responsibility of library storytelling was to "cultivate the
capacity for literary appreciation in children" {p. 11).
According to Baker and Greene {1977) the purposes and conditions
of storytelling have changed as we have progressed through the
centuries.

Yet, storytelling continues to fill the same social and

individual needs.

Chambers (1977) explains that throughout the ages

the storyteller was an important person.
The history, the mores, the religion, the customs,
the deeds of heroes, and indeed the pride of a people
was transmitted from one generation to another by
means of the storyteller.

It was he who told of the

past, of the adventures of heroes, and the evils of
)

the enemy {p. 3).

,I
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Pellowski (1977) reports that the first written record of an
activity that resembles storytelling appears in the Egyptian papyrus
known as the Westcar Papyrus.

This record, written sometime between

2000 and 1300 B.C., describes how the sons of Cheops entertained their
father with tales.
Baker and Greene (1977) explain that the earliest known heroic
epic, Gilgamesh, was first told by the Sumerians who were the
inventors of the written word.

The epics of Beowulf and Kalevala had

been told for centuries before they were recorded by schollars.

Greek

myths which were told by storytellers explained the creation of the
earth as well as the unpredictable forces of nature.
minstrels sang their stories.

The Norman

Traveling all over England they learned

new tales and passed them on in song, dance, and story.
were written down.

These stories

With the invention of movable type in 1450 the

minstrel tradition of storytelling began to diminish.
Individuals began to search out and preserve the tales that had
been told for centuries.

Chambers (1977) and Durham (1966) report

that collectors gathered together folktales that have made their names
as famous as the tales they collected.

Many of the German folktales

were gathered by the Grimm Brothers, the Norwegian tales were gathered
by Asbjornsen and Moe, and some of the French tales were gathered by
Perrault.

Attempts were made to give the stories interest and

importance, and children found themselves with many stories which they
enjoyed.
Orton (nd) reports that the latest phase in storytelling came at

)

the close of the 19th century and the first decade of the 20th
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century.

This was the storyhour held in libraries, recreation centers

and playgrounds.

According to Greene (1982) in 1896, Anne Carroll

Moore, who later became the first Superintendent of Work wit.11 Children
at the New York Public Library (NYPL), began experimenting with
informal story hours.

In 1907, Anna Cogswell Tyler, a former

assistant of Moore, was selected to develop the storytelling program
at NYPL.
Another advocate of storytelling discussed by Greene (1982) was
Frances Jenkins Olcott, the founder of the Training School for
Children's Librarians at Pittsburg.
approach to advertising books.

Olcott viewed storytelling as an

The success of her programs were

determined by the frequency books used in storytelling were
circulated.

Moore was less concerned about circulation statistics.

She established "Reading Room collections" in which the books did not
circulate but were available for browsing and reading in the library.
Both Moore and Olcott viewed storytelling in libraries as an effective
method of introducing children to literature and expanding their
reading interests.
The manner in which stories were told in libraries were
influenced by professional storytellers.
Thorne-Thomsen.

One of these was Gudrun

Britton (1958) states that in 1910, Thorne-Thomsen

began a storytelling program in the field houses of the Chicago
playgrounds.

Her programs began as a cooperative effort that involved

the Public Recreation Department and the Chicago Public Library.
Greene (1982) adds that Thorne-Thomsen believed that imaging exercises
and listening to oral literature prepared children for reading.

She
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recommended that teachers introduce storytelling when a child
experienced difficulties with decoding.

Storytelling with Picture Books
Pictures with storytelling have been used to enhance a story or
sustain the listeners interest in the story.

According to Pellowski

(1978) picture storytellers date back to at least the Middle Ages.
India, storytellers used hand painted storytelling cloths.
storytellers used the kamishibai.

In

In Japan,

These were picture cards that were

usually printed in color and depicted highlights of scenes from the
stories.
Pellowski (1978)

explains that the picture book storytime in

libraries began after regular story hours had been established.

She

explains there is little indication that they were scheduled regularly
before World War II.

Professional journals make no mention of picture

books being used during story hours before 1949.
The use of pictures while telling or reading a story has been
reported as being unsatisfactory.

Shedlock (1951) in Pellowski (1978)

states:
After long experience, and after considering the
effect produced on children when pictures are shown
to them during the narration, I have come to the
conclusion that the appeal to the eye and the ear at
the same time is of doubtful value, and has, generally
speaking, a distracting effect (p. 13-14).
An

early description on how present a picture book during a story

hour was given by Sanborn (1949).

She suggests that picture books be
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used by the person that "does not have a natural gift for telling"
(p.272).

Included in her descriptions are instructions on how to

introduce a book, how to hold a book, and how to turn the pages.
Corrigan (1956) suggests in her title "The Next Step--the Picture
Book Hour," that the use of picture books in storytelling is a new
approach.

She states that using the picture book supports the

principle that information "which reaches the mind through the eye as
well as the ear strengthens the impact" (p. 2015).
Schmitt and Nora (1964) suggest that picture books should be read
directly from the book since the illustrations are to be shared along
with the story.

Garthwaite (1972) states that picture books should be

carefully chosen.

The pictures should be large and uncomplicated so

they match the comprehension of the audience.
According to Pellowski (1978) many librarians adapted to the use
of picture books during story hours when they became aware of the
number of books being published that were suitable to the programs.
They becarre skillful at reviewing and criticizing the new picture
books from the perspective of a "library picture book storyteller."
Many librarians also became aware of how much easier it was to present
picture books rather than use the difficult tales they had been
preparing for the regular story hour.

Meaningful Experiences with Storytelling
Shannon (1979) views storytelling as being the oldest form of
education other than that of learning by experience.

While educators

consistently affirm its educational value they also express a concern
that it is not playing the supportive role that it could be
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(Farnsworth, 1981; Schram, 1979; and Allen, 1965).

Allen (1965)

explains that although we will always have stories, there are less
stories being told to children in homes, schools and libraries.

Schram

(1979) expressed a concern that there is an increasing dependency on
television and motion pictures.

Children are being influenced more by

these forms of media than they are by live performances.

With the

reduction of face-to-face contact we have lost an important dimension
of experience.

Listening should be an active creative practice.

ivhen

a child listens to a tale being told, they experience this kind of
listening.

Schram advises:

We need to relearn imaginative listening and to help
children hold on to the joy of the spoken word ••• We
need to include more oral reading in our cultural
experience so as to become more sensitive to the
live human voice and to sharpen our pleasure of
imaganitive listening to the spoken word (p. 179).
Nessel (1985) indicates that when a book is put aside there is
nothing quite the same as hearing a simple and effective story.
teller appears to be speaking to each individual listener.

The

The result

is a personal form of communication.

Storytelling Techniques
Numerous resources indicate that anyone can be a good storyteller
and offer specific techniques to follow (Farnsworth, 1981; Kimmel,
1974; Garthwaite, 1972; and Edwin, 1960).

C)

While these approaches may

vary, the need to take time to adequately prepare yourself is
expressed.

They explain that to tell a story well individuals must be
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willing to spend time in the processes of selection, delivery, and
presentation.
Garthwaite (1972)explains that teachers need to know where to
find good stories before they begin the task of preparing for the
telling.

They should be able to find stories that are appropriate for

the interest level of their audience.

Finding the right story is

important for the teller because" a lack of enjoyment will permeate
the fabric of a story being told" (p.601).
selection as being a first concern.

Thornley (1968) views

She explains:

Much of the success in telling a story depends on the
storyteller's discriminating choice of stories ••• This
ability to choose the right story comes from
experience, from much reading of stories and much
experimenting with the telling of them.

Finially,

comes the sure knowledge that this story is for you
(p. 67-68) •
Edwin (1960) suggests that with selection, stories should be
chosen where the introduction is short, the development is logical,
and that once the climax is reached the ending should come quickly.
The ending should satisfy and seem right for the particular story.

Morrow (1979) adds:
Stories selected to tell should have simple well
rounded plots.

There should be a beginning, a middle,

and an end, as well as an underlying theme.

u

Conver-

sation, catch phrases, repetition, rhymes, and colorful language are desirable qualities.

There should
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be a limited number of well delineated characters
that are carried throughout and with whom the children
can identify (p. 237).
Farnsworth (1981) and Durham (1966) suggest finding the best
translation of a story.
aloud.

Not all stories are appropriate for telling

By comparing versions and noting the language that is used

simplified and abbreviated versions can be avoided.
Recommendations have been made on preparing stories for telling.
According to Edwin (1960):
Read the story as a whole several times for pleasure.
Then read it over with concentration.

Learn the

pattern of the story, know the characters and the
situations.

Master the style of the author by making

his expressions your own ••• Learn the beginning and the
ending.

Put the book aside, then tell the story aloud,

noting the places where you do not express yourself
well.

Go back over these points and re-read (p.659).

Reading the story aloud to yourself is encouraged (Nessel, 1985;
Wilcox, 1975; Kimmel, 1974; and Thornley, 1968).

Wilcox (1975)

includes breaking the story down and picturing the scenes as they
occur in the progression of the story.

Attention should be given to

the beginnings and endings, and to the dialogue and rhymes.

"These

should be polished and kept close to the original vocabulary and
style" (p. 985).
Another consideration is whether or not to memorize the story.
Thornley (1968) suggests:

)

If the charm of the story lies in the language it
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should be memorized or read aloud.

On the other hand,

if the charm lies in the plot it should be told in the
storyteller's own words ••• dialogue should often be
memorized in order to re-create the characters as they
should be ••• Perhaps the best solution is to read aloud
those stories, which would lose their charm if not told
in the author's exact words, and to retell in your own
words those stories best suited to retelling •••
(p. 71-72).

Kimmel (1974) recommends that by reading the story aloud to
yourself it should be committed to memory.

Morrow (1979) suggests

that the teller know the story well but that memorization is not
necessary.

Farnsworth (1981) explains that the teller should picture

the action in sequence.

Learning to include certain words and phrases

will enhance the story.

Communicating the meaning of the story,

however, is the essential element of retelling.

According to Wilcox

(1975) memorization gives stories a mechanical effect.

She does

recommend that certain parts of stories be "kept close to the original
vocabulary and style" (p. 985).
Spencer (1968) suggests that the beginning of the story be
presented so that it arouses interest.
motion it should be kept moving.

Then once the story is set in

Spencer (1968) and Martin (1968)

explain that including characters who converse with one another and
the use of descriptive imagery will support the retelling.
storyteller should make a strong appeal to the senses.
recommends that the teller be attentive to timing.

J

not be rushed.

The

Edwin (1960)

The story should

Pauses can be used for emphasis, while a change in
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tempo produces variety in the telling.

She states that it is important

to "know what you want to say, think what you mean, express what you
feel through mood, style, word pictures, and characters.

When you come

to the climax ••• finish the story with no loose ends" (p. 660).

Storytelling in the Classroom
Stewig (1978) explains that there are two forces that work against
the teacher in becomming a storyteller. Storytelling requires t:iJne and
concentration to develop.

Because of other demands, the amount of time

teachers have in learning and sharing a story is limited.

Another

problem teachers face is the lack of materials available that could
assist a teacher who is interested in becoming proficient in telling.
This results in their being too few teachers who know how to develop
the skills in storytelling.

There are books on storytelling but Stewig

explains that they are written by talented tellers.

Because of this

"they are long on anecdotes, personal descriptions of favorite stories,
and chatty encouragement.

They are, however, short on specific skills

which can be practiced by teachers who do not possess a natural gift in
this area" (p. 340).
Martin (1968) agrees that there are a number of publications that
explain how to select stories for children, when to tell the stories,
and describe the values of storytelling.

While these considerations

are important, Martin feels practical application cannot occur unless
the teacher also has an understanding of how to tell a story.
What it takes for teachers to become storytellers is often
hindered because of what Groff (1977) refers to as "worn-out notions"
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and a "conservative outlook."

He states that there is a continuing

assumption that to become a storyteller "teachers must exhaust
themselves in its preparation"(p. 273).

He suggests this as one of

the reasons why storytelling has not been fully accepted.

Nessel

(1985) and Farnsworth (1981) agree that storytelling is not a common
practice in classrooms.

Storytelling has been omitted or has been

regarded as impractical because the storyteller is viewed as one
having a "rare gift."

Learning to tell stories is considered to be

too time-consuming.
Groff (1977) recommends that different goals be set for teachers
telling stories.

Teachers should not be expected to follow a model

established by master storytellers.

If storytelling is to become a

regular part of the classroom, the tougher requirements expressed by
traditional writers on storytelling should be disregarded.

He states:

The few hours the ordinary busy teacher can find to
give to t..~e preparation of storytelling means performances will be, must be, less than polished ••. modest
ambitions must prevail if storytelling is to be a
regular feature of the ordinary classroom (p. 274).
Baker and Greene (1977) explain that there is a difference
between the "artist-storytellers" and the "teacher-storyteller."
While one may have more training and experience than the other,
stories may be interpreted in many ways.

h1hat matters is that the

style selected be comfortable to the teller.
Groff (1977) mentions that storytelling needs to be brought into
line with the interests of today's children and with the realities of
modern education.

Teachers who tell stories in the classroom will be
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compared by children with the medium through which they receive much
of their entertainment--the television.

Storytelling Today
According to Livo (1983) storytelling requires an active
involvement from both the storyteller and the listener.
it to become an excellent teaching medium.

This enables

Allen (1965) includes te

idea that a good story when told well can bring about an imaginative
response.

He recommends that we use all media to extend and promote

the "creative spirit."

The story could serve as a "springboard" for

creative expression.
Morrow (1979) reports that many books used in storytelling
naturally lend themselves to the use of creative techniques.
techniques can be used to interest children in literature.
be used for the enjoyment of the listening audience.

Creative
They can

Wh.en an unusual

or unfamiliar presentation is used, children are likely to have an
interest in experiencing what they have heard through the text and
pictures of the book.
Shacter and Demand (1975) recommend using sound with stories. It
can be used to directly involving children in the storytelling
process, or as a way of maintaining attention.

They explain that "as

a story is told, listeners participate with body sounds and motions to
some of the actions, sounds, and moods being described .•• They
integrate literature, music, drama, and art into one spontaneous
response" (p. 76, 79).
Bohning (1984) presents methods of telling stories using overhead
visuals.

She explains that when this approach is used stories are
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clearly understood and remembered.

Children can be introduced to the

elements of storytelling as they prepare and present their own
visuals.

Morrow (1979) outlined several projects that involved

storytelling.

Stories having a limited number of characters are

appropriate for story boards.

The idea is to tell a story while

illustrating it with cut out figures that are placed on the board.
Stories with an emphasis on dialogue work well with puppets.
Photography can also be used to recreate a story.
Bauer (1977) explains reliance on a single technique often
defeats the purpose of storytelling.

Combining several methods during

the same story hour makes a program more successful.

Being sensitive

to combinations adds variety to a planned program.
Chambers (1977) explains that certain conditions must be met when
a storyteller and a group of listeners meet to share a story.

The

storytime should be relaxed and informal so interest and curiosity can
be expressed.

In planning a satisfying story hour practical problems

should be considered.

The location of the listeners in relation to

the teller is important.
easily.

Another concern is that the teller be heard

These factors will enable the listener to become involved in

the story and have a valuable experience.

CHAPTER III
PROCEDURE

Selection
When the decision was made to organize a storytelling
presentation, the first concern was in choosing the right stories.
This concern included selecting stories that were appropriate for the
listening audience.

It involved selecting stories that the teller

genuinely liked and felt comfortable in telling.
It was recognized that finding stories to tell may take more time
than learning them.

For the selection process to be complete it was

necessary to read a number of stories.

Stories which the writer was

already familiar with were those that were read and considered first.
This was looked upon as a starting point.

Wit.ti a variety of

literature to choose from, reading regularly in search of additional
material was viewed as being essential.

Through building a rich

background of reading it was possible to become familiar with a
variety of stories and story collections.
Collections compiled by storytellers with experience proved to be
an excellent source.

The following publications had helpful

suggestions and were used in this project:
New York Public Library.

(1949).

stories to tell and read aloud.

Stories: A list of
This is an annotated

list arranged alphabetically by the title of the story.
It is indexed by types of stories.
Carnegie Library of Pittsburg.
\'-

(1949).

.~
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Stories to
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tell to children: A selected list.

This is arranged

by age levels and by types of stories.
Enoch Pratt Free Library.

(1965) •

list of stories with annotations.

Stories to tell: A
This is an

annotated list arranged alphabetically by story title.
It has suggested programs for story hours and a subject
list of stories.
Recognized in the selection process was the need to know stories,
many of which would not be used in a storytelling setting.

From this

it was possible to select stories useful in this project, as well as
stories that could be presented on other occasions.

As the stories

were selected, there were certain elements considered as being
important.

These elements helped identify stories as being

appropriate for sharing with a listening audience.

They included:

1. The introduction of the story is short and arrouses
interest.
2. The development of the story is logical.
3. There is a definite beginning, middle, and ending to the
story.
4. Once the climax is reached the ending comes quickly.
5. The story has an economy of words.
6. There is a limited number of well defined characters.
7. The theme of the story is clearly defined.
8. The story appeals to the emotions that are desirable in
childhood.

0

9. The story gains something in being shared aloud.
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Stories were read for the enjoyment of reading a child's story.
They were also looked at critically to determine if the teller could
feel comfortable with the story.

These questions were applied to the

stories as they were being considered for a storytelling setting:
1. Is it a story that the teller wants to share with others?
2. Is it a story that the teller can share with a group of
listeners?
3. Is the story one that lends itself to telling?
4. Is the length of the story appropriate for the audience?

5. Does the story appeal to the age range of the listeners?
A list of stories that showed promise for telling to prirra.ry-aged
children, and that the writer intended to present during this project
were kept on 4 X 6 index cards.

These cards included the title of the

story, bibliographic information and a summary statement.

The sumrra.ry

statement used key words and phrases that were helpful in telling the
story.
events.

The cards also included characters' names and the sequence of
The index cards were viewed as an abstract of the story rather

than a rewriting of the entire story.

They could be referred to

quickly before presenting the story to a group of listeners.

Keeping a

card file could also save time in finding the version of the story that
has been used before.

Preparation
After building a background of reading it was possible to focus on
specific stories.

The choice of the story and the rra.nner in which it

is told were viewed as contributing to the successfulness of the
storytelling setting.

Learning the story well became the second
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consideration.

r

Storytellers have developed different methods of

learning stories.

While there is no one accepted procedure, the key to

any attempt at preparing a story lies in practice.
The approach used in this project required that the storyteller be
aware of the sounds of the words and their arrangemnent with in the
story.

It was recognized that this first attempt would take time, but

after learning how to learn, the process would become less demanding.
Listed below are the steps that were followed to learn the stories for
the storytelling presentation involved with this project.
1. Read the story from beginning to end several times to
become familiar with it.

Read it for pleasure first.

Then read the story over with concentration.

Analyze

the story to determine where its appeal lies.
2. Begin telling the story aloud.

Record the story on a

cassette tape and listen to it during quiet and relaxed
moments.

Practice telling the story to other people.

Hesitations will reveal weak areas in the knowledge of
the story.
3. Learn the sequence necessary to move the story ahead.
The structure of the story will consist of the beginning,
which sets the stage and introduces the characters and
conflict; the body, in which the conflict builds up to a
climax; and the resolution of the conflict.
4. When material for storytelling is chosen carefully it is
possible to rely heavily on the printed page.

This does

not mean learning the entire story word for word.
'

"----·
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Memorizing some key phrases, as well as the beginning and
the ending will help add stability to the story.
5. After becomming familiar with the words of the story,
begin working on what the words mean and how to express
that meaning.

Give thought to the events of the story.

Develop a sensitivity to words so that the tone of voice
relates to what is happening in the story.
6. Monitor your progress when practicing the story aloud.
Give attention to these questions: Are there parts of the
story that need more practice to obtain greater fluency?
Do parts of the story need to be changed for greater

effectiveness?

Presentation
There are factors that influenced the choice of stories and the
techniques used for the presentation.
audience was considered.

The age and interest of the

The arrount of time planned for the story

hour, and the experience and personality of the teller were other
factors.
It was recognized that the development of a style for telling
stories will take time.

Each time a story is told, manner and style

will become more established.

With practice, the skills of telling a

story will become more comfortable to the person telling the story.
In presenting the stories prepared for this project attention was
given to physical aspects considered by the writer to be important.
By attending to these conditions, an enjoyable experience for both the
listeners and the teller would be more assured.
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1. The story hour was viewed as being a relaxed, informal
occasion.

Yet, a time where a prepared program is

presented.

It should not be considered as being a

discussion period.
control.

The storyteller should remain in

The storyteller is the one that establishes

the mood of the story through physical appearance and
expression.
2. Listening is an important aspect of storytelling.

The

storyteller will want to consider the need to prepare
children for listening during the time the story is
presented.

This can be done by telling the audience

that it is a time of listening, a time when quiet is
important and good listening is necessary.

)

3. A story hour can be held anywhere.

Lack of location

should not be considered as a reason for not presenting
stories to children.

What is important is that the

teller be heard and seen easily.
4. The storyteller should consider presenting some back-

ground information for the story he is telling.

The

introduction should be suited to the listeners and to
the person telling the story.
and simple.

It should be kept brief

It can be a statement about the story, or

some information relating to the author.

An

introduction

of the book from which the story is taken can be done by
presenting the book either before or after the story.
Background information should especially be considered if

)
the story hour is planned around a single theme.
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5. When the story is over, end with the ending of the story.
It is not necessary to ask questions or ask for comments.
An announcement of the next story hour or dirtecting

children to books could be considered.

A simple "Thank

you for listening" should be all that is needed.

Flannel Board Stories
Three flannel board stories were prepared for this project.

A

20"

X 30" heavy weight cold press illustration board was used to make the
flannel board.
cement.

Flannel material was fastened to the board with rubber

Characters for the stories were made from selected colors of

construction paper.

By gluing sandpaper to the backs of the cut-out

characters they were made to adhere to the flannel. Large 10 11 X 15 11
envelopes were used to keep materials for the stories together.

The

narration for each story was typed on index cards and placed with the
characters.

Construction paper characters were made for the flannel

board stories listed below:
1.

How, Hippo!

2.

One Fine Day.

3.

The Turnip.

By Marcia Brown.
By Nonny Hogrogian.
By Janina Domanska.

Sound-Slide Presentation
A

sound slide presentation was prepared for the Grimm Brothers'

folk tale, The Hedgehog and the Rabbit.

Large illustrations made from

selected colors of construction paper were arranged to accompany a
narration for the tale.

A single 4' X 4' bulletin board covered with

white butcher paper was used as a mounting board for each
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illustration.

With the bulletin board placed flat on the floor, a 35mm

camera using slide film was attached to the 5 1/2' level of a wooden
ladder where it could focus down on the construction paper cut-outs.
Fourteen illustrations were made for the story following this process.
Wanda Gag's version of the tale in her book More Tales from Grimm was
used as the basis for the narration.

A Wollensak Recorder/Programmer

was used to record the tale and to synchronize the narration with the
slide illustrations.

Collections
Many individuals have gathered together stories from a particular
country or region.

Other collections provide children with

opportunities to experience cultures that they may be unfamiliar with,
or help to enhance the image of minority groups.

Stories have also

been compiled that center around a particular theme.

While the list of

stories presented with this project may be limited and personal, it
offers a broad range of collections that can be told and enjoyed.

The

selected lists that follow are intended for libraries and schools for
storytelling purposes.
1.

Aardema, V.

(1973).

Behind the back of the mountains: Black

folktales from Soutern Africa.
2.

Anderson, H. C.

(1974).

New York: Dial.

The complete fairy tales and stories.

Translated from the Danish by Erik Christain Haugaard.
Doubleday.

0

3.

Chase, R.

(1948).

Grandfather tales.

4.

Chase, R.

(1943).

The Jack tales.

Boston: Houghton.

Boston: Houghton.

New York:
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5.

Chrisman, A. B.

6.

Cothan, J.

{1954).

folk tales.
7.

(1925).

Shen of the sea.

New York: Dutton.

With a wig, with a wag, and other American

New York: McKay.

D'Aulaire, I.

&

D'Aulaire, E. P.

(1969).

East of the sun and west

of the moon: Twenty-one Norwegian folk tales.
8.

D'Aulaire, I.

&

D'Aulaire, E. P.

(1962).

D'Aulaire's book of Greek myths.
(1940) •

Animal stories.

10.

De La Mare,

(1959).

Tales told again.

11.

Edmonds, I. G.

(1966).

Trickster tales.

De La Mare,

Ing:ri and Edgar Parin

New York: Doubleday.

w.
w.

9.

New York: Viking.

New York: Scribner.
New York: Knopf.
Philadelphia:

Lippincott.
12.

Farjeon, E. (1956).

The little bookroom.

13.

Finger, C.

Tales from silver lands.

14.

Gag, W.

(1947).

More tales from Grimm.

15.

Gag, W.

(1936).

Tales from Grimm.

16.

Ginsburg, M.

17.

Harris,

(1924).

c.

(1973).
(1976).

New York: Dutton.
New York: Doubleday.

New York: Coward.

New York: Coward.

One trick too many.

New York: Dial.

Mouse woman and the vanished princess.

New

York: Atheneum.
18 .

Jacobs, J.

(1904).

English folk and fairy tales.

New York:

Putnam.
19.

Kipling, R.

20.

Lang, A.

(1965).

Blue fairy book.

21.

Lang, A.

(1978).

Red fairy book.

22.

Lester, J.
Dial.

(1972).

(1972).

Just so stories.

New York: Doubleday.

New York: Dover.
New York: Dover.

The knee-high man and other tales .

New York:
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23 .

Literature Corrunittee of the Association for Childhood Education
International.

(1962).

Told under the green umbrella.

New

York: Macmillan.
24.

Literature Committee of the Association for Childhood Education
International.

(1966) •

Told under the magic umbrella.

New

York: Macmillan.
25.

Lurie, A., reteller.
folktales.

26.

27.

Clever Gretchen and other forgot ten

New York: Crowell.

Perrault, C.
Moorsorn.

(1980).

(1972).

Perrault's fairy tales.

Translated by Sasha

New York: Doubleday.

Phelps, E. J.

(Ed.).

(1978).

Tatterhood and other tales.

New

York: Feminist Press.
28.

Potter, B.

(1982).

The tale of Peter Rabbit and other stories.

New York: Knopf.
29.

Pyle, H.

(1915).

The wonder clock.

30.

Ritchie, A.

31.

Sandburg, C.

32.

Segal, L., translator.

(1949).

The treasure of Li-Po.

(1951).

Rootabaga Stories.
(1973).

from Grimm (Vols. 1-2).
33.

Wilde, O.

New York: Harcourt.
New York: Harcourt

New York: Harcourt.

The juniper tree and other tales

New York: Farrar.

(1968).

The happy prince and other stories.

New York:

(1974).

The girl who cried flowers and other stories.

Dutton.
34.

Yolen, J.

New York: Crowell.
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Illustrated Single Tales
Traditional and original tales have been illustrated in single
volumes.

Many of these illustrated books are well suited for use in

telling stories to children.

The storyteller can share the artists

interpretation while presenting the story.

Another way is to use the

text but not show the pictures during the story.

After the story hour

has ended the book can be displayed.
1.

Aardema, V.

(1982).

What's so funny Keut?

New York: Dial.

2.

Aardema, V.

(1977).

Who's in rabbit's house?

3.

Aardema, V.

(1975).

Why mosquitoes buzz in peoples ears.

New York: Dial.
New

York: Dial.
4.

Asbjornsen, P. C.
Marcia Sewell.

5.

The squire's bride.

Bang, B.

Illustrated by

New York: Antheneum.

Asbjornsen, P. C. & Moe, J.E.
Gruff.

6.

(1975).

(1957).

Illustrated by Marcia Brown.
(1975).

The three billy goats
New York: Harcourt.

The old woman and the red pumpkin.

New York:

Macmillan.
7.

Basile, G.

(1981).

Petrosinella: A Neapolitan Rapunzel.

from the translation by John Edward Taylor.
8.

Bianco, M.

(nd).

9.

Bishop, C. H.

The velveteen rabbit.

(1938).

New York: Warne.

New York: Doubleday.

The five Chinese brothers.

New York:

Coward.
10.

Bernstein, M.

&

Kobrin, J., retellers.

(1976).

The first

morning: An African myth. New York: Scribner.
l

!

11.

Bonne, R.

(1961).

I know an old lady.

Adapted

New York: Rand.
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12.

Bowden, J.C.

(1979).

Whv the tides ebb and flow.

Boston:

Houghton Mifflin.
13.

Brown, M.

(1972).

The bun: A tale from Russia.

New York:

(1950).

Dick Whittington and his cat.

Harcourt.
14.

Brown, M.

New York:

Scribner.
15.

Brown, M.

(1969).

How, hippo!

16.

Brown, M.

(1961).

Once a mouse.

17.

Brovm., M.

(1947).

Stone soup: An old tale.

18.

Chaucer, G.

(1958).

Barbara Cooney.
19.

Ciardi, J.

New York: Scribner.
New York: Scribner.
New York: Scribner.

Chanticleer and the fox.

Illustrated by

New York: Crowell.

(1963).

John J. Plenty and Fiddler Dan.

Philadelphia: Lippincott.
20.

Conover, C.

(1976).

Six little ducks.

21.

Cooper, S., reteller.

(1983).

New York: Crowell.

The silver cow.

New York:

Athenewn.
22.

Craft, R. & Blegvad, E.

(1975).

The winter bear.

New York:

Antheneum.
23.

D'Aulaire, I.
troll-bird.

24.

Dayrell, E.

&

D'Aulaire, E. P.

(1976).

The terrible

New York: Doubleday.

Why the sun and moon live in the sky.

(1968).

Boston: Houghton.
25.

de Paola, T., reteller.

(1975).

Stregga Nona.

Englewood Cliffs,

N. J.: Prentice-Hall.

)

26.

Domanska, J.

27.

Elkin, B.

(1969).

(1971).

The turnip.

New York: Macmillan.

How the Tsar drinks tea.

New York: Parents.
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28.

Emberley, B.

(1967).

Drummer Hoff.

Englewood Cliffs, N. J.:

Prentice-Hall.
29.

Flack, M.

Wiese, K.

&

(1933).

The story about Ping.

New York:

Viking.
30.

Gag, W.

(1935).

Gone is gone.

New York: Coward.

31.

Gag, W.

(1928).

Millions of cats.

32.

Galdone, P.

(1975).

The gingerbread boy.

33.

Galdone, P.

(1973).

The little red hen.

34.

Galdone, P.

(1969).

The monkey and the crocodile.

(1972).

Obedient Jack.

New York: Coward.
New York: Seabury.
New York: Seabury.
New York:

Seabury.
35.

Galdone, P.

36.

Geisel, T. S.
Street.

37.

(1937).

New York: Watts.

And to think that I saw it on Mullberry

New York: Vanguard.

Geisel, T. S.

(1938).

The 500 hats of Bartholomew Cubbins.

New

York: Vanguard.
38.

Geisel, T.

s.

(1954).

Horton hears a who!

New York: Random

House.
39.

Ginsburg, M.

(1972).

The chick and the duckling.

New York:

(1975).

How the sun was brought back to the sky.

Macmillan.
40.

Ginsburg, M.

New York: Macmillan.
41.

Ginsburg, M., translator.

(1976).

Pampalche of the silver teeth.

New York: Crown.

u

42.

Ginsburg, M.

(1976).

Two greedy bears.

43 .

Ginsburg, M.

(1976).

'Which is the best place?

Macmillan.

New York: Macmillan.
New York:
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44.

Goble, P.

(1978).

The girl who loved wild horses.

New York:

Bradbury.
45.

Grimm Brothers.

(1968).

Adreinne Adams.
46.

Grimm Brothers.
Taylor.

47.

(1973).

King Grisly-Beard.

Grim~ Brothers.

(1981).

Grimm Brothers.

Grimm Brothers.

The seven ravens.

Grimm Brothers.
Hoffman.

51.

Haley, G.

Illustrated by

New York: Morrow.

(1960).

The shoemaker and the elves.

Translated

New York: Scribner.

(1976).

The table, the donkey and the stick.

Adapted by Paul Galdone.
50.

Translated by Edgar

New York: Farrar.

by Wayne Andrews.
49.

Illustrated by

New York: Scribner.

Lisbeth Zwerger.
48.

Jorinda and Joringel.

(1973).

New York: McGraw-Hill.
Tom Thumb.

Illustrated by Felix

New York: Atheneum.
(1970).

A story, a story: An African tale.

New York:

Atheneum.
52.

Handforth, T.

(1938).

53.

Harper, W.

54.

Hogrogian, N.

(1976).

The contest.

New York: Greenwillow.

55.

Hogrogian, N.

(1971).

One fine day.

New York: Macmillan.

56.

Hutton,

(1967).

Mei Li.

New York: Doubleday.

The gunniwolf.

w., reteller.

(1981).

New York: Dutton.

The nose tree.

New York:

Atheneum.
57.

Isele, E., reteller.

(1984).

The frog princess.

New York:

Crowell.
58.

'

)

Jameson, C., reteller.
Coward.

(1973).

The clay pot boy.

New York:
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59.

Ka.~l, V.

(1957).

60.

Langstaff, J. M.

The habbits of rabbits.

New York: Scribner.

(1955) •

Frog went a-courtin' •

(1963).

01' Dan Tucker.

New York:

Harcourt.
61.

Langstaff, J.M.

62.

Leaf, M.

63.

Leclaire, A.

(1965).

Always room for one more.

64.

Leichman, S.

(1968).

The boy who could sing pictures.

(1969).

The story of Ferdinand.

New York: Harcourt.
New York: Viking.
New York: Holt.
New York:

Doubleday.
65.

Lexau, J.M., reteller.
drip.

66.

(1970).

It all began with a drip, drip,

New York: McCall.

Lionni, L.

(1969).

Alexander and the wind-up mouse.

New York:

Pantheon.
67.

Lionni, L.

(1967).

Frederick.

68.

Lionni, L.

(1973).

The greentail mouse.

Neew York: Pantheon.

69.

Lionni, L.

(1975).

In the rabbitgarden.

New York: Pantheon.

70.

Marshak, S., reteller.

(1983).

New York: Pantheon.

The month brothers.

New York:

Morrow.
71.

Mcclosky, R.

72.

McDermott, G.
Ashanti.

(1969).
(1972).

Make way for ducklings.

New York: Viking.

Anansi the spider: A tale from the

New York: Holt.

73.

McDermott, G.

74.

Mosel, A.

(1972).

The funny little woman.

75.

Mosel, A.

(1968).

Tiki Tiki Tembo.

76.

Otsuka, Y., reteller.
York: Viking.

(1974).

Arrow to the sun.

(1981).

New York: Viking.
New York: Dutton.

New York: Holt.

Suho and the white horse.

New
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77.

Preston, E. M. (1969).

Pop Corn and Ma Goodness.

New York:

Viking.
78.

Prokofieff, S.

79.

Ransome, A.

(1961).

(1968).

Peter and the wolf.

New York: Watts.

The fool of the world and the flying ship.

New York: Farrar.
80.

Raskin, E.

(1973).

Who, said Sue, said whoo?

New York:

Atheneurn.
81.

Rees, E.

(1967).

from Ae sop.
82.

Robbins, R.

Lions and lobsters and foxes and frogs: Fabels

Reading, Mass.: Young Scott.
(1960).

Baboushka and the three kings.

Berkeley,

Calif.: Parnassus.
83.

Sawyer, R.

84.

Saxe, J. G.

(1953).
(1963).

Journey cake, ho!

New York: Viking.

The blind men and the elephant.

New York:

McGraw-Hill.
85.

Silverman, M., reteller.

(1984).

Anna and the seven swans.

New

York: Morrow.
86.

Slobodkina, E.

(1947).

87.

Steel, F. A., reteller.

Caps for sale.
(1984).

New York: Scott.

Tattercoats.

New York:

Bradbury.
88.

Thurber, J.

(1943).

Many moons.

New York: Harcourt.

89.

Titus, E.

(1956).

Anatole.

90.

Titus, E.

(1969).

Anatole and the thirty thieves.

New York: McGraw-Hill.
New York:

McGraw-Hill.
91.

Turska, K.

(1975).

The magician of Cracow.

New York:

Greenwillow.
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92.

Turska, K.

(1972).

The woodcutter's duck.

New York: Macmillan.
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93.

Waber, B.

(1967).

An anteater named Arthur.

Boston: Houghton

(1966).

You look ridiculuous said the rhinocerous to

Mifflin.
94.

Waber, B.

the hippopotamus.
95.

New York: Houghton.

Whitney, T. P., reteller.

(1968).

firebird, and the gray wolf.
96.

Wildsmith, B.

(1966).

Wildsmith, B.

(1964).

The north wind and the sun.

99.

Based on a

New York: Watts.

Wolkstein, D., reteller.
folktale.

Based on a

New York: Watts.

fable by LaFontaine.
98.

New York: Scribner.

The hare and the tortoise.

fable by LaFontaine.
97.

The story of Prince Ivan, the

(1972).

8,000 stones: A Chinese

New York: Doubleday.

Wolkstein, D., reteller.

(1977).

The red lion.

New York:

)

Crowell.
100.

Yagawa, S., reteller.

(1981).

The crane wife.

101.

Zemach, M., reteller.

(1976).

It could always be worse.

York: Farrar.

u

New York: Morrow.
New

CHAPTER IV

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary
Storytelling was presented as an activity that has an educational
value.

It provides one approach for introducing literature to

children.

It extends listening skills, as children listen to a tale

being told instead of reading it themselves.

Enjoying a story together

creates a common experience between storyteller and listener.
The approach taken in this project was that anyone can be a good
storyteller if they are willing to take the time to adequately prepare
themselves, and develop the necessary skills.

A review of related

professional literature proved helpful in defining how to approach
storytelling.

From this, guidelines for selecting stories to be told

were identified.

There was agreement that teachers need to find

stories that are appropriate for telling before they give thought to
learning how to tell a story.
Recommendations were made on preparing to tell a story.

Reading

the selection aloud was encouraged to enable the teller to become
familiar with the story.
being essential.

Memorization was generally viewed as not

Committing to memory certain parts of the story, such

as the beginning, ending and key phrases may help in presenting the
story.
A review of the literature offered guidelines for presenting the
story.
.

For the story to be enjoyed by all participants, the audience

\

\ ,. _......- I
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needs to be considered.

The story should not be rushed.

It should be

presented so that it arouses interest.
Children's books were examined in terms of their appropriateness
for storytelling.

From this, a list of books was compiled that can be

used by elementary librarians and teachers for storytelling purposes.
The list was divided into two categories: collections, and illustrated
single tales.
Several stories were selected from this list and prepared for a
videotaping session.
aged children.

They were presented to a small group of primary

One Fine Day,

flannel board story.

by Normy Hogrogian was presented as a

The Hedgehog and the Rabbit from More Tales from

Grimm, by Wanda Gag was arranged as a sound-slide presentation.
Frederick, by Leo Lionni and An Anteater named Arthur, by Bernard
Waber were also selected and told.

These stories were selected because

they centered around animals, which became the theme for the
storytelling session.
Recommendations
This project was directed towards providing a meaningful
experience for children through storytelling.

Taking into

consideration the information obtained from a review of the literature
and the experience of preparing and telling stories to children, the
following recommendations are made to elementary librarians and
teachers interested in storytelling:

1. Teachers should examine their purpose for becoming
involved in storytelling.
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2.

A

story selected for telling should be based upon a

background of reading.
3. Not only should children's literature be read, but also
books and articles being written about children's books
and storytelling.
4. Stories selected to be told should be those that the

storyteller feels comfortable in sharing.
5. The approach that a teacher uses in learning to tell a
story should be a personal decision.
6. Teachers should consider providing an envirorurent that
will make the story hour a rewarding experience for all
of the participants.
7. Teachers need to be willing to spend the time necessary

)

to learn a story well.
8. While storytelling requires a certain amount of devotion,
teachers should not be expected to compete with the
standards set by professional storytellers.
9. Consideration should be given to the age and interests of
the audience who will be listening to the story.
10. The teacher should consider preparing the audience for
listening.
11. Varying the method of presenting stories is offered as
one way of maintaining interest amoung listeners.
12. The story hour should end with the ending of a story,
without an extended discussion.
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